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Partner of craftsman
enterpr¡ses

Technical Data
Gompact edge banding machines KTV S2IKTV 53

Ground plan Gompact Edge Banding Machines
for hot melt adhesive precoating

KTU 52/KTU 53
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KTV 52
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Machine type KTV 52 KTV 53
Units flush trimming end trinrming flush trimming
Connected load/kW 4.2

Weight net/kg 170 250
Workpiece width min 55 mm 65 mm

Workpiece width max. unlimited
Workpiece thickness 10-40 mm
Workpiece length min, 235 mm, max. Lrnlimited

Edge material thickness

Feed speed 4 m/min
Electrics 380 volts, 3 ph. 50 cycles, special voltages on request
Pneumatic installation 6 bar (only for KTV 53)
Extraction 2xØ60rnm
We reserve the right for technical mociifications

Our additional production program:
O Single-sided edgebanders for use with

hot melt glues, PVAC-glues and hot
melt precoated edging material

O lVanual edge banders
O fVanual edge trimmers
O Semi-automatic shaped part

edgebanders

O Flush and end trimming rnachines
O Automatic rotary edge banders
O Rebate edqebanders

4.7

0 4-1.5 mm, cut-off of coils max. 0.8 mm
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Edge banding machine KTU 52 Edge banding machine KTU 53
Economic edge processing for craftsman type enterprises and interior workshops

Latest technology in
compact execution
ln 1967 already the first edge banding
machine for the use of hot melt precoated
edging material was on the market - this
was a BRANDT machine. This was not the
only machine.
ln 1985 we are introducing with new devel-
opments the KTV 52and KTV 53 two small
machines forthe craftsman enterprise and
interior workshops, which are by their
extremely good price and efficiency ratio
the ,,first ones" of their class.

Automatic feed
The KTV 52 and KTV 53 are designed for
processing of straight edges. As a
transport system the well-proven angled
roller system is used: driven, rubber
covered and inclined table rollers at the
bottom in connection with an adjustable
roller pressure unit at the top guarantee
an even feed and safe pressure which
therefore means safe glueing.

1,5 mm

m

Hot melt adhesive
reactivation
The main advantage forthe use of hot melt
precoated edges is the extremely short
heating-up time: after max. 2 minutes the
machine is ready for operation. Thermos-
tatic control of the hot air temperature
ensures optimum glueing safety.
ln addition to the use in craftsman
enterprises, the types KfY 52/53 are
equally suitable for use on the building
site, in the repair department and for
special work of any kind,

Flush trimming unit
The standard flush trimming unit fitted
on both machines guarantees absolute
precision by means of high speed 0.5 kW
motors with 15" disposable cutters, also
with difficult veneer and plastic edges.
Switching on and off of the molors guaran-
tees maximum durability at lowest noise
levels.

End trimm-
ing unit
ln addition to the
above equipment
the KTV 53 also
includes a precision
end trimming unit.

Softforming
ln addition to straight edges the types
KTV 52153 are also suitable for simple
softforming edgings. The resetting is
simple, only two profile pressure rollers
have to be fitted.

feed of edge

End trimming knife unit
The end trimming knife ensures exact
cut-off of plastic edges from coils and
normal veneer edges on both ends of the
workpiece. Sensing on workpiece while
cutting the material guarantees absolute
precision.

mm
Automatic edge
magaz¡ne
Alternatively to the standard feed of
coiled material an automaticfixed lengths
magazine with built-in feed of coiled
material can be fitted.

Ghip extraction
All KTV 52/KfV 53 machines are provided
for fitting of a chip extraction for the flush
trimming unit. Connection to an existing
stationary or central extraction is also
possible.

Edge feed
For automatic processing of coiled
material a standard pneumatic cut-off
device is fitted. Fixed lengths are
individually fed by hand.

A End trimming saw un¡t
Thicker veneer and laminate edges can
also be precisely cut off with the end
trimming saw unit. Same as with the end
trimming knife the workpiece sensing
also ensures maximum precision.

The advantages are
obvious:
O Small space required by comPact

construction
O Extremely favourable purchasing price
O Profitable by short setting times and

low power consumption, heating-uP
lime only 2 minutes

O Extremely simple oPeration
O Safe pressure by angled roller system
O Automatic cutting to length, alter-

natively with end trimming knife or end
trimming saw.

O Strictly in conformity with the health
and safety requirements at work by low
running - trimming motors controlled
depending on workpiece.
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glue¡ng flush trimming
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